DNA footprinting is a collection of experimental methods used to describe the sequence specificity of proteins that are known to bind DNA. The increasing collection of protein-DNA complexes reported in the Protein Data Bank encourages also computational methods that analyse sequence recognition and identify those molecular contacts that contribute most to specific binding. An example of such methods is our recently published DNAPROT algorithm [1], that predicts target sites of transcription factors based on atomistic models of protein-DNA interfaces. By applying this algorithm a collection of protein-DNA complexes was compiled and estimates of binding specificity, in the form of position weight matrices[2] and sequence logos, were obtained. Analysis of these 3D-footprints reveals that structural information is sufficient to confirm that some protein superfamilies display a higher specificity than others, as is the case of C2H2 and C2HC zinc fingers, and that different DNA-binding superfamilies show characteristic modes of recognition.
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